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WCAG-EM 1.0 -saavutettavuuden arvioinnin 

menetelmäohje 
 
Tämä dokumentti sisältää W3C:n Website Accessibility Conformance Evaluation 

Methodology (WCAG-EM) 1.0 -ohjeistuksen [ http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG-EM/ ] mukaan 

tehdyn, verkkosivujen arviointityöhön tarkoitetun menetelmäohjeen. Se ei ole korvaava versio 

WCAG 2.0-EM -ohjeistuksesta: siinä on esitetty melko pitkä WCAG-EM ohje toisessa, 

hieman lyhennetyssä ja taulukkomaisessa muodossa. 
 
Arvioinnin vaiheet on pidetty alkuperäisen dokumentin mukaisina, mutta tarkempi kuvaus 

on jaettu kahteen palstaan tekstin selkeyttämiseksi. Vasemmassa palstassa on kohdan 

kuvaus ja oikeassa huomautukset ja muut asiaan liittyvät olennaiset asiat. 
 
Tätä ohjelistaa ei tule käyttää ainoana dokumenttina WCAG2-EM -ohjeistuksen 

mukaiseen verkkosivuston tarkistukseen, eikä tätä dokumenttia ole tehty korvaamaan tai 

täydentämään WCAG 2.0-EM -ohjeistusta. Käytä ohjelistaa verkkosivujen tarkistuksen 

työkaluna ja viittaa viralliseen W3C:n tuottamaan dokumentaatioon. Tutustu WCAG 2.0-

EM -ohjeistukseen ennen tämän dokumentin käyttöä sivustojen arviointityössä! 

 
Lisäksi seuraavat asiat tulee huomioida:  

• WCAG-EM 1.0 -ohjeistus ei ole vielä valmis. Se on tällä hetkellä (19.3. 2013) 

"Working Draft" -vaiheessa. 
 

• Tästä dokumentista on poistettu kohdat, jotka alkuperäisessä dokumentissa on 

merkitty valinnaisiksi (optional). Nämä kohdat voi tarkistaa alkuperäisestä 

dokumentissa ja sisällyttää verkkosivuston arviointiin ja sen dokumentointiin. 
 
 

Tähän ohjelistaan liittyy erillinen ohjedokumentti lomakemuodossa. Siinä WCAG-EM 1.0 on 

esitetty tätä dokumenttia lyhyemmin. Sen avulla arviointiprosessi voidaan dokumentoida 

WCAG-EM -ohjeen mukaisesti. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tämä dokumentti on tuotettu helpottamaan http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG-EM/ käyttöä html-sivujen tarkistamistyössä. 

Copyright of the original 2010 W3C (MIT, ERCIM, Keio), All Rights Reserved. W3C liability, trademark and document 
use rules apply for the original and the translation. 
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Step 1: Define the Evaluation Scope 
 
During this step the overall scope of the evaluation is defined. It is a fundamental step that affects the subsequent 

steps in the evaluation procedure and is ideally carried out together with the evaluation commissioner (who may or 

may not be the website owner) to ensure common expectations about the scope of the evaluation. 
 
Note: Involvement of the website owner and/or website developer (in addition to the evaluation 

commissioner) is not required but often helps identify use cases, functionality, and other aspects of 

the implementation that makes the evaluation procedure more efficient and effective. However, the 

evaluator is responsible for an objective and thorough assessment. 
 

Step 1.a: Define the Scope of the Website  

 Kuvaus Muuta olennaista  

 During this step the exact scope of the website (the web pages for which the  Where possible, it is recommended to use  
 evaluation will apply) is defined and documented. This scope definition may formalizations such as regular expressions  

 not contradict the terms established in section Scope of Applicability. It is or listings of URIs that define the web  

 essential to carefully document particular aspects such as any use of content pages that are within the scope of  

 and services developed externally, different languages, and parts of the website evaluation (part of the target website).  

 that may not be easily identifiable as such (for example an online shop that is    

 not integrated into the website but considered to be part of it). The outcome of this step is an  

  unambiguous definition for the target  

  website, so that for each web page it can  

  be determined whether it is within the  

  scope of evaluation or not.  
    

 Step 1.b: Define the Goal of the Evaluation   

 Defining the goal of the evaluation is particularly relevant to the auditing stage   
 defined in Step 4: Audit the Selected Sample and the reporting stage defined in   

 Step 5: Report the Evaluation Findings. Some of the evaluation goals include:   

 Basic Report   
 Only identifies whether a website conforms or not without providing    

 additional information. This type of evaluation is typically carried out    

 when the website is assumed to conform, for example to verify an   

 existing conformance claim, and for large-scale evaluations with less   

 resources to explore the details of individual websites.   

 Detailed Report   

 Identifies whether a website conforms or not, and provides further   

 information about the conformance of each evaluated web page. This   

 type of evaluation is particularly useful for instructing web developers   

 and for acquiring statistics for monitoring progress over time.   

 In-Depth Analysis Report   

 Identifies whether a website conforms or not, and analyzes any   

 identified issues in detail. This includes descriptions of the errors and   

 suggestions for possible repair options. This type of evaluation is   

 particularly useful for organizations that want to improve the   

 accessibility of their website and need a detailed analysis.   

    

 Step 1.c: Define the Conformance Target   

 Part of initiating the evaluation process is to define the target WCAG 2.0 Note: It is often useful to expand the  
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conformance level ("A", "AA", or "AAA"). In many situations WCAG 

2.0 Level AA is the generally accepted level of accessibility. 

 

scope of the evaluation beyond the 

planned conformance target to get a 

more complete picture of the accessibility 

performance of the website. An evaluator 

could include a selection of success 

criteria from higher conformance levels. 

 

Step 2: Explore the Target Website 
 

During this step the evaluator explores the target website to be evaluated, to develop a better 

understanding of the website use, purpose, and functionality. 
 
Carrying out initial cursory checks during this stage helps identify web pages that are relevant for 

more detailed evaluation later on. For example, an evaluator may identify web pages that seem to be 

lacking color contrast, consistent navigation, or document structures (headings, links, etc.) with 

simple checks while studying the website, and note them down for more detailed evaluation later on. 
 
To carry out this step it is critical that the evaluator has access to all the relevant parts of the 

website. For example, it may be necessary to create accounts or otherwise provide access to 

restricted areas of a website that are part of the evaluation. 
 
Note: Involvement of the website owner and/or website developer can be useful to help identify common web 

pages, functionality, technologies, and other aspects of the implementation that makes the evaluation procedure 

more efficient and effective. However, the evaluator is responsible for an objective and thorough evaluation. 
 
Step 2.a: Identify Common Web Pages of the Website  

 Kuvaus Muuta olennaista  

 During this step the common web pages of the website are identified and The outcome of this step is a list of user  
 documented. Common web pages are pages that are relevant to the entire  tasks such as "selecting and purchasing a  

 website. They include the homepage, login page, and other entry pages, and, product from the shop area of the  

 where applicable, the sitemap, contacts page, site help, legal information, and website", "filling and submitting the form  

 similar web pages that are typically linked from all web pages (usually from provided on the website", and "registering  

 the header, footer, or navigation menu of a web page).The outcome of this step for an account on the website".  

 is a list of all common web pages. These will be part of the sample to be   

 selected through the steps defined in Step 3: Select a Representative Sample.    

 This step also helps understand key aspects of the website, such as the   
 navigation and overall structure of the website.   
    

 Step 2.b: Identify Common Functionality of the Website   

 During this step the common functionality of the website is identified and   
 documented, to provide a comprehensive basis for the sample to be selected    

 through the steps defined in Step 3: Select a Representative Sample. Common   

 functionality is all functionality of a website that, if removed, fundamentally    

 changes the use or purpose of the website for users. This includes information   

 and tasks that users of a website carry out to perform this functionality.   
    

 Step 2.c: Identify the Variety of Web Page Types   

 Web pages with varying styles, layouts, structures, and functionality often Note: This step is intended to identify  
 have different implementations of accessibility features. They are also often groups of web page instances, including  

 generated by different templates and authored by different people. Web pages   
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may also appear differently, behave differently, and contain different content  those in web applications. 
 

depending on the user. Different web page types include: 
The outcome of this step is a list of the  

  
 

• Web pages with varying styles, layout, structure, navigation, different types of web pages on the 
 

 interaction, and visual design; website, to provide a comprehensive basis 
 

• Web pages with varying types of content such as forms, tables, lists, for the sample to be selected through the 
 

 headings, multimedia, and scripting; steps defined in Step 3: Select a 
 

• Web pages with varying functional components such as date picker, Representative Sample. 
 

 lightbox, slider, and others;  
 

• Web pages using varying technologies such as HTML, CSS,  
 

 JavaScript and WAI-ARIA;  
 

• Web pages that are created using different templates;  
 

• Web pages that change appearance, behavior, and content depending  
 

 on the user, device, browser, platform, orientation and settings;  
 

• Web pages with dynamic content, error messages, dialog-boxes, pop-  
 

 up windows, and other interaction;  
 

  
 

Step 2.d: Identify Web Technologies Relied Upon  
 

During this step the web technologies relied upon to provide the website are Note: Where possible, it is often also 
 

identified and documented, to provide a basis for the sample selection through  useful to identify the libraries and 
 

the steps defined in Step 3: Select a Representative Sample. This includes base components used to create the website, 
 

web technologies such as HTML and CSS, HTML5, auxiliary web such as Dojo, JQuery, and others. 
 

technologies such as Java, JavaScript and WAI-ARIA, as well as specific web Particularly for web applications, much of 
 

technologies such as SMIL and SVG. the accessibility support is built into these 
 

Only the web technologies that are relied upon to provide the website need to 
libraries and components, and evaluation 

 

can become more effective and efficient  

be identified for evaluation. This relates closely to the WCAG 2.0 concepts of  

when these are identified. 
 

conforming alternate versions and non-interference.  

The outcome of this step is a list of web 
 

  
 

  technologies that are relied upon. 
 

   
 

 

 

Step 3: Select a Representative Sample 
 

While ideally every web page of a website is evaluated, usually this is not possible on most 

websites. In cases where all web pages can be evaluated, this sampling procedure can be skipped 

and the selected sample is considered to be the entire website in the remaining steps. 
 
Exploration of the target website in Step 2: Explore the Target Website (within the scope set in Step 1: Define 

the Evaluation Scope) provides sufficient understanding of the website to facilitate selection of a sample of web 

pages that is representative of the entire target website with reasonable confidence. Depending on the size and 

complexity of the website, the size of this sample will vary. For example, a website with few types of web pages 

that are all generated from a confined set of templates, such as a data repository, will likely require a smaller 

sample than a website with many types of web pages that are authored using different mechanisms. Also a web 

application could have a limited number of web pages that dynamically generate content with varying types of 

appearance, behavior, and information that each need to be sampled. 
 
The web pages identified through the exploration will typically relate to more than one design aspect. For example, 

web pages with particular functionality such as scripting, multimedia, and forms will typically also use technologies 

such as Flash, JavaScript, PDF, Silverlight, and WAI-ARIA, and in many cases these web pages may have different 

design to others. Careful selection of web pages can significantly reduce the required sample 
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size while maintaining appropriate representation of the entire website. 
 
Note: In this step the evaluator identifies the comprehensive sample of web pages for evaluation. 

However, many web pages will have repetitive content, such as the header, navigation, and other 

common components that may not need to be re-evaluated on each occurrence depending on the 

goal of the evaluation per Step 1.b: Define the Goal of the Evaluation. Guidance on evaluating the 

sample identified in this step is provided in Step 4: Audit the Selected Sample. 
 

Step 3.a: Include Common Web Pages of the Website  

 Kuvaus Muuta olennaista  
 

 All common web pages, including the common states of these web pages for   
 

 web applications, are part of the selected sample. These web pages are   
 

 identified in step Step 2.a: Identify Common Web Pages of the Website.   
 

    
 

 Step 3.b: Include Exemplar Instances of Web Pages   
 

 From the variety and types of web pages identified in Step 2: Explore the Note: A selected web page could have any  
 

 Target Website (within the scope of the evaluation as defined per Step 1: number of these features. For example, a  
 

 Define the Evaluation Scope), select at least one distinct web page for all of selected web page could be used to  
 

 the following features (where applicable and available): represent the use of forms and scripting at  
 

 
•   Web pages from distinct common functionality, as identified per Step  

the same time. The important aspect is to  
 

 select at least one distinct web page for   

 

2.b: Identify Common Functionality of the Website; 
 

 

 each relevant feature identified on the  
 

 

•   Web pages from distinct types of web pages, as identified per Step  
 

 

 website, though more web pages may be   

 

2.c: Identify the Variety of Web Page Types; 
 

 

 necessary depending on the complexity of   

 

•   Web pages with distinct web technologies, as identified per Step 2.d: 
 

 

 the website.  
 

 Identify Technologies Used in the Website.   
 

    
 

 Step 3.c: Include other Relevant Web Pages   
 

 Websites frequently include web pages that are relevant for people with These pages typically include include:  
 

 disabilities and accessibility but do not explicitly match the criteria described  
•   Web pages with information and 

 
 

 
in the previous sections. These web pages are also part of the selected sample. 

 
 

 
help on the use of the website or 

 
 

   
 

  relevant for accessibility  
 

  (including settings, preferences,  
 

  options, shortcuts etc.);  
 

  •   Particularly popular web pages  
 

  and those that are commonly  
 

  used as entry pages to the  
 

  website;  
 

  •   Error messages from a web  
 

  server (such as "404 - File Not  
 

  Found") or from a web  
 

  application;  
 

    
 

 Step 3.d: Include Complete Processes   
 

 The selected sample has to include all web pages that belong to a series of web    
 

 pages presenting a complete process. No web page in the selected sample may   
 

 be part of a process without all other web pages that are part of that process to   
 

 be also included into the selected sample.   
 

    
 

 Step 3.e: Include a Randomly Selected Sample   
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A randomly selected portion of the sample, even if it is small, can act as a 

simple verification indicator of the results found with the structured sample. 

In that case, a few web pages would then be sufficient to increase 

confidence in the results of the evaluation. Therefore, from the scope of 

the website as defined in Step 1: Define the Evaluation Scope, randomly 

select at least 5 percent of the number of web pages that are in the 

structured sample with a minimum of 5 randomly selected web pages. 

 
Note: How the random sample was 

selected is reported in Step 5.a: 

Provide Documentation for Each Step. 

 

Step 3.f: Eliminate Redundancies in the Sample (Optional) 
 
Once a sample has been, evaluators may identify web pages that are 

identical with other web pages in the sample. Replace these 

redundant web pages in the sample with other web pages using the 

same Methodology Requirement as for the removed web pages. 
 
 

 

Step 4: Audit the Selected Sample 
 

WCAG 2.0 defines five conformance requirements that need to be met for each web page in the 

sample selected per Step 3: Select a Representative Sample. This includes checking whether each 

WCAG 2.0 Success Criterion in the target conformance level (per Step 1.c: Define the Conformance 

Target) has been met or not met for each of these web pages. 
 
Note: Many web pages will have repetitive content, such as the header, navigation, and other common 

components that may not need to be re- evaluated on each occurrence. Depending on the Goal of the 

Evaluation as defined by Step 1.b: Define the Goal of the Evaluation, an evaluator may not need to continue to 

identify successes and failures in meeting the conformance target for these repetitive elements on every web 

page. Step 5: Report the Evaluation Findings provides more guidance on reporting. 
 
Note: According to WCAG 2.0, Success Criteria to which there is no matching content are deemed to 

have been satisfied. An outcome such as 'Not Applicable' may be used to denote the particular 

situation where Success Criteria were satisfied because no relevant content was applicable. 
 
Step 4.a: Check for the Broadest Variety of Use Cases  

 Kuvaus Muuta olennaista  
 

 For each web page in the sample selected per Step 3: Select a Representative Note: Templates are often used to create  
 

 Sample, check whether each of the WCAG 2.0 conformance requirements  many web pages, sometimes entire parts  
 

 have been met, including all WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria relevant to the target of a website. While evaluating templates  
 

 conformance level (as per Step 1.c: Define the Conformance Target). is optional in this methodology, in some  
 

 
To carry out an evaluation effectively, it is often useful to construct and apply  

contexts it can be helpful to check  
 

 templates on their own. Evaluating 
 

 

 

personas, use cases, and scenarios of users with a variety of abilities and using 
 

 

 templates may identify potential issues  
 

 different web browsing techniques, including assistive technology and 
that may not be easily identified through 

 
 

 
adaptive strategies. It is critical to consider the broadest possible spectrum of 

 
 

 
evaluating individual instances of web 

 
 

 
use cases to help identify issues that may occur to different audiences. It is 

 
 

 pages. However, issues identified in 
 

 

 
strongly recommended to also involve real users during this process, to help  

 
 

 templates alone do not necessarily imply 
 

 

 
identify issues that may not be easily identified through expert testing alone. 

 
 

 that these issues occur on the website and 
 

 

 

See Involving Users in Evaluating Web Accessibility for more guidance. 
 

 

 need to be validated on individual  
 

   
 

 This assessment also needs to be complemented with focused testing of instances of web pages. Also, identifying  
 

 particular situations including: no issues in templates does not necessarily  
 

 
•   Interaction with forms, input elements, dialog boxes, and other web  

imply that no issues occur on instances of  
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page components; web pages. 
 

•   Confirmations for input, error messages, and other feedback from  
 

user interaction;  
 

•   Behavior of web pages using different settings, preferences, and  
 

interaction parameters;  
 

•   Interaction with interactive user interface elements;  
 

  
 

Step 4.b: Assess Accessibility Support for Features  
 

To ensure that the accessibility features such as text-alternatives, captions, Note: Techniques, including "sufficient 
 

keyboard access are actually usable in practice, each of these accessibility techniques", are not automatically 
 

features has to be accessibility supported. The Level of Assistive Technology accessibility supported. The evaluator is 
 

Support Needed for "Accessibility Support" defined by WCAG 2.0 needs to be responsible for the accuracy of the 
 

supported throughout the website. assessment of accessibility support and 
 

In some situations techniques for meeting WCAG 2.0 and repositories on 
the resulting evaluation. 

 

 
 

accessibility support provide insights on the level of support for accessibility  
 

features in particular combinations of web technologies, web browsers, and  
 

assistive technology.  
 

  
 

 

 

Step 5: Report the Evaluation Findings 
 
This section describes how to report the evaluation findings that have been gathered during the previous 

steps. Reporting is a key element of every evaluation and helps facilitate replicability of the results. 
 
Note: Individual pieces of the reporting are gathered throughout the evaluation process, not 

necessarily at the end of it. 
 
Step 5.a: Provide Documentation for Each Step  

 Kuvaus Muuta olennaista  
 

 Document the outcomes of each of the previous steps defined in Step 1: Define Note: While such a report is required for  
 

 the Evaluation Scope, Step 2: Explore the Target Website, Step 3: Select a conformance with this methodology, it is  
 

 Representative Sample, and Step 4: Audit the Selected Sample, to ensure  not required for any parts of this report to  
 

 justifiable, transparent, and repeatable evaluation results. In particular, this be made public unless an optional public  
 

 includes documenting: accessibility statement is provided per  
 

 
•   Evaluator, evaluation commissioner, and date when the evaluation  

Step 5.b: Provide an Accessibility  
 

 Statement (optional) in which case the  
 

 

was carried out; 
 

 

 minimum evaluation information to be  
 

 

•   Scope of the website as per Step 1.a: Define the Scope of the Website; 
 

 

 made public is as per the requirements for  
 

 •   Goal of the evaluation as per Step 1.b: Define the Goal of the WCAG 2.0 conformance claims (see Step  
 

 Evaluation; 5.b: Provide and Accessibility Statement).  
 

 •   Conformance target as per Step 1.c. Define the Conformance Target; In other situations, the level of  
 

 •   Any techniques and failures defined per Step 1.d: Define the confidentiality for evaluation reports is  
 

 Techniques to be Used (Optional); usually determined by the evaluation  
 

 •   Web technologies relied upon as per Step 2.d: Identify Web commissioner.  
 

 Technologies Relied Upon;   
 

 •   web pages selected as the representative sample, as per Step 3.a:    
 

 Include Common Web Pages of the Website, Step 3.b: Include   
 

 Exemplar Instances of Web Pages, Step 3.c: Include Other Relevant   
 

 Web Pages, Step 3.d: Include Complete Processes in the Sample, and   
 

 Step 3.e: Include a Randomly Selected Sample;   
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• Outcome of auditing the representative sample as per Step 4.a: 

Check for the Broadest Variety of Use Cases, Step 4.b: Assess 

Accessibility Support for Technologies, Step 4.c: Use WCAG 2.0 

Techniques and Failures Where Possible (Optional), Step 4.d: 

Archive Web Pages for Reference (Optional), and Step 4.e: 

Record Evaluation Tools and Methods (Optional) 
 
Documentation of the outcome of auditing the representative sample 

depends on the level of detail for reporting defined by Step 1.b: 

Define the Goal of the Evaluation. Outcome of the auditing has to 

include at least the following information depending on the set goal. 
 
Basic Report  

Only captures the successes and failures in meeting WCAG 2.0 globally 

for the entire website. For each WCAG 2.0 Success Criterion applicable 

as per Step 1.c. Define the Conformance Target, the report identifies if 

it is met or not met in the selected sample of web pages. Where failures 

in meeting WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria are identified, at least one 

example web page from the sample in which such a failure has been 

identified has to be indicated in the report.  
Detailed Report  

Captures the successes and failures in meeting WCAG 2.0 for 
each web page. For each WCAG 2.0 Success Criterion 
applicable as per Step 1.c. Define the Conformance Target, the 
report identifies if it is met or not met in each web page in the 
selected sample of web pages. Where failures in meeting WCAG 
2.0 Success Criteria on a web page are identified, each identified 
occurrence of such a failure has to be indicated in the report.  

In-Depth Analysis Report  
Captures the successes and failures in meeting WCAG 2.0 Success 

Criterion for each page. For each WCAG 2.0 Success Criterion 

applicable as per Step 1.c. Define the Conformance Target, the 

report identifies if it is met or not met in the selected sample of web 

pages. Where failures in meeting WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria are 

identified, examples of the identified occurrence of such a failure 

has to be indicated in the report. The In-Depth Analysis Report 

includes a summary of the issues identified on the website, 

examples of frequently occurring issues and an assessment of their 

impact on the users of the website in completing tasks, and if 

possible suggestions for improving the overall accessibility of the 

website and suggesting guidance for the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


